Condition (i) follows easily from the fact that (a + b)z = az + bz and that for a # 0 the order of az equals 1. Condition (ii,) follows from the associative law (ab)z = a(bz), see also [2, 5] . This means, in particular, that 6 , is a monomorphism and that 6 , 6 ö 1 is a 8,-derivation of F.
We will say that a sequence (6,, 6 , ,..., 6 ,,...) of mappings 6; from F to F is admissible if (i) and (ii,) hold for all n. Such a sequence could be finite.
We Want to investigate the set of all admissible sequences for a given field F and we assume from now on that F is commutative. One known admissible sequence is (id, 6, d2, 8, ..., 6", ...) for an ordinary derivation 6 of F. It will be proved that (id, O,0 ,..., 0, 6 = dk , 0,O ,..., 0, ((k + 1 )/2) 6' = dZk, 0 ,..., 0, 0 ,..., 0, ((2k + l ) ( k + 1)/(2 X 3)) = 6" ,...) is admissible for a derivation 6 ofF. This sequence is just a special case of a general type of sequence discussed in this paper in which the 6i = g,(6) for a derivation 6 of F and where the gi(x) are certain polynomials in one variable x with coefficients in K = { a E F; a s = O}. Even though it seems likely that these sequences are admisssible we were not able to prove this in general. Further, it is shown that finite admissible sequences do exist which cannot form the beginning Segment of a longer admissible sequence.
Another obvious problem, not dealt with here, is the investigation of equivalence classes of admissible sequences under the equivalence relation given by the isomorphism of the corresponding rings F[[z, 6" 6,, ..., d,, ...]I with multiplication defined by (M).
Let R be a ring with unit element in which aR 2 bR or bR 2 UR holds for every pair of elements a, b in R. Such a ring is called a right-chain ring. If we assume further that R is right noetherian then R is a principal right-ideal ring and every right ideal is two sided. Let J(R) = ZR be the maximal right ideal of such a ring. We assume that 0," (ZR)" = n? znR = (0) and that R is complete with respect to the topology defined by using the z n R as neighborhoods of 0.
One can ask whether the structure theorems of Cohen ( 2 ) for noetherian commutative complete local rings can be extended in some way to the above situation. The first question then would be: when does there exist a skew field D of representatives of R/zR in R ? This is trivially the case if R/zR Q or Q(t), the function field in one variable over Q the field of rational numbers. If char(R) = char(R/zR) = p a prime, then again a field of representatives exists if R/zR GF(p) or GF(p)(t).
Vidal in [7] showed that there exists a right-chain ring R with maximal right ideal ZR and z 2 = 0, R/zR z GF(p)(t,, 1,) = K, char(R) = p, and R does not contain a field of representatives of K. Whereas not much seems to be known in this general case, very detailed information is available in the finite case, where either R is a finite ring or R is a finite dimensional algebra over a field. Let us now assume that R contains a field F (a skew field) of representatives of RIzR. In this case (M) defines the multiplication of R and the corresponding sequence (dO, 6, ,...) is a (possibly finite) admissible sequence of F. We have in this case R E F [ [ z , 6,, 6,, . . . ]I the type of ring described in the Introduction). It is possible that z n t = 0 and (6" 6, ,..., 6,) is a finite sequence.
We will assume that F is a commutative field and that (6" 6 ,,..., 6 ,,...) is an admissible sequence. Before we obtain some results we want to describe the A; that appear in the definition of an admissible sequence. It follows that A l = C Gjl . . . 4,+ with the sum taken over all ordered (i + 1 )-tuples jl, ..., ji+ of positive integers j, with j, + j, + 0 . . + ji+, = n + 1 and JSt = 6, for all s. We compute AZ as an example and obtain i = 2, n = 4; 4 + 1 = 5 must be partitioned into 2 + 1 = 3 summands, taking the order into consideration. Let A = (6" 6, ,..., d,), n 1 be an admissible sequence, and let B = (6;,6; ,..., 6;-, ,6;) be a sequence of additive mappings from F to F with 6, = 61 for i = 0, ..., n -1. Then B is an admissible sequence ifand only if 6 = 6; -6, satisfies (ab)" aasbso + asp+'bs.
We use the notation 'Af for the A~S derived from the sequence B and A r for those obtained using the 6,'s in the sequence A. We have It is clear that 'A; = A l for i = 1, ..., n -1 and that 'An = A n = 6,"+ '.
" + I S C -& Therefore (ab)':-'n = as;-!nbsO + aso b n 0. This shows that 6 = 6; -6, satisfies the above condition. Reversing the argument proves the other half of the lemma.
In Lemma 2 we need the assumption that the field F is commutative of characteristic 0. Further, we use the fact that for 6, = 1, the identity, and 6 an ordinary derivation of F the sequence (1,6, Li2, d3, ..., an, ...) is admissible.
This follows from [2, p. 381 or from results proved later in this Paper. LEMMA 2. Assume rhere exist two derivations 6,, 6, for F with ai # cJj for every C in F und i, j = 1, 2; i.e., {6,, 6,) is linearly independent over F.
Then A = (1,6,6:, 6: ,..., 67-' + J,), n -1 > 2, is an admissible sequence which cannot be rhe initial Segment of a longer admissible sequence.
Proof. Clearly A is admissible, by Lemma 1. We assume that such a sequence, exists with ri = 61 for i = 1 ,..., n -2 and rn-, = 6:-' + 6,. Then (ab)'" = a' nb + aA;b7i + . . . + aA."-1b7*-l + abTn. We have and for Since the A; = (1)6:-' for i = 1, ..., n for the admissible sequence (1, J , , 6: ,..., 6 3 , and hence, (ab)" ; aS;b + nas:-ibsi + . . . + ( 7 ) a6;-ibs: + . . . + abs;, we obtain Since F is commutative, we have (ab)'" = (ba)'" and this equation leads to or (n -2) asibsz = (n -2) as2bh, and since n 2 3,
for all a, b in F.
If we choose a fixed a, with a i i # 0 in F we obtain bs2 = cbsi for a constant C = ~:~( a ;~) -' and all b in F-a contradiction.
Remark. The condition n > 3 is necessary. Any admissible sequence (1,6,) can be continued to a longer admissible sequence; 6, is just an ordinary derivation of F. As before let F be a commutative field of characteristic 0, 6 a derivation of F, 6 # 0, and K = {a E F; a s = 0 ) the subfield of constants under 6. It follows from Lemma 1 that the terms 6" 6" ..., an-, determine 6, in an admissible sequence (1, 6,, 6" 6, ,..., 6, ,...) up to a derivation of F. We will write 6, = fn(6" 6" ..., 6,-,) + 7, with 7, an ordinary derivation ofF.
Lemma 2 shows that 7, cannot be arbitrary in the case of an infinite admissible sequence. We want to investigate the case in which t, equals a,6 for a n in K and for the fixed derivation 6. This means 6, = a , 6 and 6, = fn(6, ,..., dnPl) + a n 6 for n > 2.
We point out that our assumed condition is more restrictive than appears necessary in the light of Lemma 2. However, the case a n in F, not only in K, seems to Pose additional difficulties. It is now the problem to compute these functions f,. Using the definition of an admissible sequence one can compute f, directly for small n. The f,'s turn out to be polynomials gn(6) -a n 6 in 6, where the coeficients are determined by the a i s in a particular way. Here are the first of these polynomials:
To compute the above listed terms directly is a rather lengthy and tedious exercise. An induction step is not obvious if at all possible; the appearance of partitions in the buildup of the A l from the 6;s is one of the stumbling blocks.
In any case, one can check directly that the sequence (1, SI, d2, 6,, 6,, 6,) is an admissible sequence for any choice of the a,'s in K and a given 6 and F.
The notation in this section is as in Section 2. We will discuss a relationship between the polynomials g,(x) which was obtained by studying examples. We are not able to prove, in general, that the sequence of 6, = gn(6) obtained from those g,(x) is, in fact, an admissible sequence. The functions gn(x) are considered as polynomials over the commutative field K of characteristic 0 and we write gn(x) for the usual first derivative of gn(x).
We consider the following relationship between these polynomials: Knowing the-6,-aItd -the A," exphcit4y i t i s now possible to-check that (ab)'" = C;=, aA;bsi which proves that ( S ) is an admissible sequence.
If n f 0 mod k we have 6, = 0 and 6, # 0 possible only for i E 0 mod k. In this case n -i f 0 mod k and Al = 0. This means the above equation is correct for n f 0 mod k. We now prove the equation
We write 6 for 6, and using ( S ) and ( T ) we obtain as the coeficient of 
proves that (ab)snk = C;fk aAnk 1 b ' and the admissibility of the sequence (S).
We formulate this result as Theorem 1. If we try the above method to compute other admissible sequences from a somewhat more complex case of (11) we encounter greater difficulties. Let us discuss the case,
This time we obtain
The general solution of (11") will then be obtained if one solves The recursion formula (111) can be expressed using matrix notation. Given   the constants a , = a , , , , a , = a l , 2 ,..., an = a , , , , . .., we form the strictly lower triangular matrix A = (C,) with C , = 0 for i < j and C , = ( j + I) a i -j for i > j.
Then
gives the gn(x) as defined in (I) as components of the vector to the left. We Want to show that (111) and (IV) are equivalent, using the definition of the g,(x) as defined for (I). We compute the individual summands on the right-hand side of (IV), and obtain ( X E ) . This means d,, ,,, = (n + I)! a n , , , , and with the first n components equal to Zero and a" , , , as the (n + m)th component.
This proves that (111) implies (IV) and reversing the arguments shows that these conditions are equivalent.
